ACTIVITY OF MEDULLARY RETICULAR FORMATION NEURONS IN THE UNRESTRAINED CAT DURING WAKING AND SLEEP
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SUMMARY

Single units, recorded in the medial medullary reticular formation (RF) in unrestrained, behaving cats, discharged in conjunction with specific movements and postures. Most cells were also active during REM sleep. Discharge rates in active waking and REM sleep were positively correlated and discharge patterns in these states were similar. We conclude that activity in these cells is related to the motor activation occurring in both active waking and REM sleep. We found no cells whose discharge was related in a non-specific way to motor tone or to REM sleep atonia. We discuss mechanisms by which medullary units with specific motor relations may give rise when stimulated to the relatively non-specific motor effects previously reported.

INTRODUCTION

Electrical stimulation of the medial medullary reticular formation (RF) melts the motor tone of decerebrate rigidity and exerts an inhibitory effect on a variety of reflexes. The similarity of the atonia induced by stimulation of this area to the loss of motor tone in REM sleep suggests that the medullary RF may have a role in mediating REM sleep atonia, or even an 'executive' role in precipitating the REM sleep state. The role of cells in this region in the behaving, waking animal and in natural sleep states is unclear, since investigations of these cells have generally been restricted to immobilized or paralyzed preparations. We have therefore undertaken a systematic exploration of the medial medullary RF in unrestrained cats to determine the discharge patterns of these cells during natural waking and sleep states. Portions of these data have been reported in preliminary form.
Fig. 1. A medullary type 1 cell. EEG, sensorimotor electroencephalogram; EOG, electrooculogram; LGN, lateral geniculate nucleus activity; EMG, electromyogram; Unit, the pulse output of a window discriminator monitoring the amplified microwire signal.

METHODS

Four female and two male cats were implanted with electrodes for recording sensorimotor electroencephalogram (EEG), electro-oculogram (EOG), lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) ponto-geniculo-occipital spikes, and neck electromyogram (EMG). Units were recorded in freely moving, unrestrained cats using moveable
bundles of 32 µm microwires. Electrophysiological, surgical, and histological techniques have been previously described\(^\text{27}\). Most of the recording sites in the present study were located near or caudal to the border of the bony tentorium\(^\text{22}\) and therefore it was possible to make vertical penetrations for most unit recordings. Two penetrations off vertical were made in the coronal plane, and one in the sagittal plane. All cells were recorded for at least one complete sleep cycle (waking, slow wave sleep (SWS), REM sleep, waking) and most were studied for more than 8 h. Behavioral observations were systematically conducted\(^\text{24,25}\). Extended periods of study, lasting for 4 or
Fig. 3. A medullary type 3 cell (M Unit) recorded simultaneously with a pontine type 3 cell (P Unit). Note that the medullary cell shows less intense bursts of activity than the pontine cell in waking and REM sleep.

More hours were often required to adequately observe and characterize the behavioral correlates of unit discharge.

Unit discharge rates were determined 'on line' by an automated counting system.
TABLE I
Discharge rates during waking and sleep

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Waking</th>
<th>REM sleep</th>
<th>SWS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-sec</td>
<td>10-sec</td>
<td>10-sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall (n = 31)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic mean</td>
<td>40.44</td>
<td>16.49</td>
<td>36.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>26.49</td>
<td>27.95</td>
<td>4.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometric mean</td>
<td>29.51</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>23.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2 (n = 9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic mean</td>
<td>56.15</td>
<td>24.98</td>
<td>50.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>20.96</td>
<td>25.68</td>
<td>5.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometric mean</td>
<td>49.80</td>
<td>21.82</td>
<td>44.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 3 (n = 22)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic mean</td>
<td>16.86</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>12.45</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>13.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometric mean</td>
<td>13.47</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>9.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that printed out unit rates and time code readings for consecutive 10 sec epochs. The
time code was also printed on the polygraph record, thereby allowing us to correlate
unit data with electroencephalographic variables to determine discharge rates during
different states. Tape recordings of the unit signal were checked when polygraphic
EMG tracings suggested the presence of movement artifact that might cause spurious
counts.

RESULTS

Cell types
We saw the same 3 cell types in the medullary RF that we previously reported in
pontine RF regions\textsuperscript{27}. Type 1 cells (Fig. 1) showed no spontaneous activity in quiet
waking and sleep and have previously been labeled 'NSA' cells\textsuperscript{24}. They discharged
only during specific waking movements or in response to particular stimuli. Type 2
cells (Fig. 2) were tonically active at high rates in quiet waking and SWS and increased
discharge during waking movements and in REM sleep periods. Type 3 cells (Fig. 3)
were spontaneously active at low rates in quiet waking and SWS and, like type 2 cells,
increased their discharge during both active waking and REM sleep. Our criteria for
deciding cell type are: type 1 cells must show a minimum of 60 sec of silence in both
SWS and REM sleep and no spontaneous activity in quiet waking. Type 2 cells must
have SWS discharge rates in excess of 4/sec. Type 3 cells must have SWS rates equal to or
less than 4/sec. Of the 48 cells recorded, 15 (31 \%) were type 1, 19 (40\%) were type 2, and
14 (29 \%) were type 3. Thus, in the medullary area, the proportion of type 2 cells is higher
and the proportion of type 3 cells lower than in the pontine RF.

Discharge rates
Table I lists the waking and sleep discharge rate for 20 type 2 and 3 cells. All
Fig. 4. A scatter plot showing the positive correlation of waking and REM sleep rates in medullary cells, and the least squares best fit line. Maximum 10 sec REM sleep and waking counts are plotted.

rates are given in discharges/sec. Maximum and minimum rates are based on 10 sec samples. Type 1 cells were silent in SWS, REM sleep and quiet waking and had arithmetic mean maximum waking discharge rates of 34.9/sec (standard deviation = 30.5) and geometric mean maximum rates of 25.2/sec (n = 7) based on 10 sec samples. All medullary RF cells showed considerable rate variation in waking. Maximum rates of discharge were invariably associated with movement or the adoption of specific postures. In all but one case (see below) discharge rates during movement exceeded mean REM sleep rates. All type 3 and all but one of the type 2 cells had higher mean discharge rates during REM sleep than during SWS. The one exceptional type 2 cell had approximately equal rates in both states (21.4/sec in SWS and 21.1/sec in REM sleep).

Medullary RF cells had higher rates of spontaneous activity in quiet waking than pontine RF cells, but showed smaller phasic rate variations during both waking movement and active REM sleep periods (i.e. REM sleep with eye movements and phasic muscle activity). The latter result is illustrated by the simultaneous recording of a pontine and a medullary RF cell shown in Fig. 3. The overall ratio of maximum waking rate to minimum waking rate in medullary cells was 11.3 and the ratio of maximum REM sleep rate to minimum REM sleep rate was 7.5. Both values were lower than those seen previously in pontine regions where the corresponding ratios were 60.2 and 83.9 (ref. 27). The absence of phasic rate variations was most obvious in those medullary cells that were related to postural attitudes.
Fig. 5. Posture related cell with tegular discharge in waking and REM sleep.

As can be seen in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, the discharge patterns in active waking tended to be quite similar to those seen in active REM sleep; i.e. cells with phasic discharge patterns in W tended to discharge phasically in REM sleep and cells with high rates in active waking had high rates in active REM sleep. This relation is documented by the high correlations between maximum waking rates and maximum REM sleep rates \( (r = +0.83, n = 21, P < 0.002 \text{ two-tailed}) \). Fig. 4 shows a scatter plot of the relationship between waking and REM sleep rates.
Relation to REM sleep

We saw no cells that discharged specifically in relation to the atonia of REM sleep. All but one of the recorded cells showed discharge rates that exceeded their mean REM sleep rate during active waking movements. The lone exception is shown in Fig. 5. This cell was studied for more than 24 h. It had a maximum waking rate of 8.6/sec, minimum waking rate of 0.2/sec, maximum REM sleep rate of 26.2/sec, minimum REM sleep rate of 7.7/sec, and mean REM sleep rate of 15.8/sec. Its discharge was extremely regular with few discharge bursts or pauses. During waking, this cell's discharge was related to postures requiring a maintained neck twist to the ipsilateral side. Discharge onset with such a movement is illustrated in the middle of the waking period of Fig. 5. Several cells with similar specific postural relations were seen. In other postures the cells were often completely silent.

Several techniques were employed in an attempt to find cells that might be predominantly or exclusively active in REM sleep. (1) On the assumption that cells discharging predominantly in REM sleep might show some low rate of activity in other states, microwires were routinely scanned for unit activity for at least 15 and often as long as 45 min before commencing recordings. During this period the cat was typically awake or in SWS. Using this procedure we have in the past detected cells with little or no spontaneous activity including cells that showed silent periods of over 40 min. (2) Whenever a cell was recorded, at least one additional pair of functioning microwires was oscillographically monitored to determine if any new units appeared during REM sleep. (3) After recording sessions, magnetic tapes of REM sleep unit activity were replayed, photographed, and compared with waking unit records to see if there were any amplitude or waveshape changes that might indicate the appearance of new units in REM sleep. None of these techniques revealed cells with discharge
restricted to REM sleep. Clearly, most medullary RF cells do not discharge specifically in relation to the atonia of REM sleep. If REM selective cells exist in this area they must have virtually no waking discharge and be relatively rare. Such cells might also be localized to regions of the medullary RF not explored in the present study.

**Behavior**

During waking, cells discharged in relation to specific movements. The most common cell types were those related to back and lateral head movements (75% of encountered cells) and facial movements (10%). Medullary RF cells were more likely to relate to axial musculature and less likely to relate to lateral head movements than pontine RF cells. Medullary cells were usually related to movement in a particular direction, i.e. a cell might discharge consistently when a cat turned to its right but would not discharge when it made the same movement to its left. The behavioral correlates of discharge in these cells will be presented in detail elsewhere.

**Histology**

Cells were located in areas that Herman labels lateral, magnocellular and gigantocellular tegmental field, and three cells were localized to the inferior olive. A representative electrode tract is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows the locations of these units in the sagittal plane. Units were located between 0.8 and 1.6 mm lateral to the midline except for those between P10.5 and P1 1.5. These were recorded during penetrations in the coronal plane: the ventral group were 1.8 to 2.1 mm from the midline and the dorsal pair of units were 2.5 and 2.7 mm from the midline. Type 1 cells tended to be more dorsally located, although there was some intermingling of cell types.
DISCUSSION

Medullary RF cells, like pontine units\textsuperscript{25,27}, discharge in relation to specific movements or to maintained postures. Even high levels of activity in these cells during waking is not accompanied by general reductions in motor tone. Their low discharge rates in quiet waking and SWS, and elevated discharge rate both during active waking and REM sleep is also similar to that seen in adjoining pontine RF regions. In both regions discharge rates in REM sleep and in active waking movements ate positively correlated. Thus, neither pontine nor medullary units show a pattern of activity that can readily explain the motor tone suppression of REM sleep. Both the 'facilitatory' pontine RF region and the 'inhibitory' medullary RF region show similar rate changes during the sleep-waking cycle.

While both pontine and medullary RF cells relate to specific movements in waking, the synaptic mechanisms underlying these effects need not be the same. It is conceivable, for example, that the behavioral relations of medullary cells reflect largely inhibitory postsynaptic processes at the spinal cord motoneuronal level while similar behavioral relations seen in pontine RF neurons involve mostly facilitatory processes. It has been shown that stimulation of medullary RF areas in acute preparations evokes mono- and polysynaptic IPSPs in spinal cord motoneurons, while stimulation of pontine RF regions produces EPSPs\textsuperscript{5,8,10,11,19}. One can explain the effects of supraliminal medullary RF stimulation as being due to the synchronous activation of many units each having different specific motor correlates, but most having similar inhibitory synaptic effects. The summation of these effects in the spinal cord would produce a nonspecific inhibition of motor tone. A similar explanation may help reconcile reports that liminal electrical stimulation of the RF produces discrete movements involving reciprocal changes in muscle activity\textsuperscript{4,28} with earlier findings that more intense electrical stimulation produces nonspecific excitation or inhibition\textsuperscript{12,17,21}. Stimulation at threshold level may recruit a few units mediating specific movements and therefore result in reciprocal changes in spinal motoneuronal pools. More intense stimulation, by recruiting large numbers of units affecting different ventral horn areas, would produce 'nonspecific' effects.

While we find that most cells in the medial RF do not relate to motor tone in a nonspecific way, we cannot rule out the possibility that some small number of cells in this area have this relation. A recent study by Netick et al.\textsuperscript{16} reported finding 4 cells in the medullary RF that discharged at very low rates in waking and SWS but showed high levels of tonic discharge in REM sleep. We can confirm the existence of cells that show little activity in quiet waking and SWS and show tonic activity in REM sleep. However, we found that these cells also showed tonic activity during specific postures in waking. Since Netick et al. were recording in cats immobilized by head and body restraints they would probably not have observed this waking activity. Therefore the cells they report as REM sleep selective may be similar to the posture related cells we see: The Netick et al. study did not determine the proportion of encountered medullary RF cells that discharged selectively in REM sleep. Therefore the possibility that such cells are rare and were missed in our study cannot be rejected.
We found that the discharge rates and patterns of medullary RF units are similar in active waking and REM sleep. Similar results were found in pontine RF areas\textsuperscript{13,27,29}. At a physiological level this similarity can be explained as reflecting similar patterns of synaptic input and similar cell membrane characteristics of RF cells in these two states. At a behavioral level it can be noted that, for the motor system, REM sleep is a time of intense activity, similar to active waking\textsuperscript{3,6,9,18}. This activity can be observed in the twitching and rapid eye movements that are the defining characteristics of REM sleep, although hyperpolarization of motoneurons prevents the somatic expression of most of the descending motor signals\textsuperscript{15,20}. The similarity of discharge in brainstem motor systems in waking and REM sleep may reflect a similar central programming of movements in these two states.
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